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INTRODUCTION

Some consideration of my own background might serve to clarify 

why I have such a great interest in the exhibition of art in the high 

schoolo

I come from a small city in Iowa 0 I spent the early years 

of my life absorbing the usual small town cliches and cultures 0 My 

schooling was quite ordinary through high school 9 with very little 

emphasis on arto There were, in fact, no organized art classes in 

any of the several elementary and secondary schools I attended,,

I received some rather spasmodic training in art from private 

teachers, but it wasn’t until I entered the armed services in 1942 

that I came under any important influences in arto While in service 

it was my good fortune to come in contact with several people who 

had been practicing in the art field before their service commitment0 

These people encouraged me to become more active and guided me in 

painting and drawing when time would permit 0

While still in service I first became aware of art exhibition0 

I was fortunate enough to be stationed near cities that had museums 

and galleries for exhibiting arto• I spent many happy hours in such 

places as the Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio, the Metropolitan Museum in 

New York, and the National Gallery in Washington, D c C 0 These 

institutions impressed me greatly 0 I Tm sure these brief but wonderful 

glimpses into the world of art exhibition were the beginning of my
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present interest in exhibition in the high schoolo

After the completion of military service I entered the State 

University of Iowa where I majored in art 0 Again I felt the influence 

of exhibitionSo D r 0 Lester Do Longman 5 then head of the art depart

ment at Iowa went to great lengths to bring to Iowa City and the Univ

ersity fine summer exhibitions of contemporary painting, as well as 

travelling exhibits from such places as the Metropolitan in New Yorko 

When I left the University to accept my first contract as an 

art teacher in the public schools I carried with me all these influences 

I was the only art teacher in an independent school district in Cherokee 

Iowa, and there I found a small but extremely adequate private museum 0 

The Sanford Museum staff were very gracious in giving me space and 

cooperation in presenting an exhibition of school art each spring*

It was at this point that my enthusiasm for this aspect of the school 

art program really began to take shape 0 With the help of Weldon D 0 

Frankforter, the director of the museum, I designed several forms of 

display furniture to facilitate these school exhibits* Since that 

time I have been actively engaged and interested in the exhibition 

of art in the high school 0



CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND

An art exhibit is an attention getting device 0 As William 

James so aptly put it, "Only those items which I notice shape my 

minde11 ^ If the attention of students, administration and public is 

to be gained through our secondary schools, in the hope of creating 

the interest necessary to further visual education, there must be a 

sense of visual impact« An atmosphere must be created, a sense of 

attention gained, in order to make possible the transfer of our 

specific knowledge. The artist should exhibit his work and the exhibit 

should be viewed as a means of communicating a visual idea 0 In this 

instance we are dealing with the work of student artists in the main, 

and even here there is something of value to be communicated 0 The 

visual results of intellectual search and emotional expression should 

be brought to the attention of the general student body and the 

community, as a means of inspiration, education and enjoyment in that 

area we call esthetic as it is in the area of the pragmatic»

Art exhibition is not a new idea, though in terms of time and 

history, neither is it an old onee One of the first exhibits of con

temporary paintings for the purpose of letting the public view them 

took place in France in April of 1667 at the request of Louis XIV 0

l-o William James, The Principles of Psychology, Volo 53:
Great Books of the Western World; Chicago, London, Toronto: Encyclopaedia 
BritAnnica, Inco, 1952, p. 260o

2 0 Kenneth Wo Luckhurst, The Story of Exhibitions 9 Studio Pub
lications, London and New York, 1951, p 0 160 .



In ancient Greece and Rome there had been ample facilities for every 

citizen to see great works of painting and sculpture in the porticos 

and stjuares of their cities 0 This remained true in Italy to a great 

extent where the influence of the ancient world has persisted in more 

recent timese On the walls of churches and public buildings and even 

in the streets many great masterpieces were to be seend The decor 

of a great building was not thought to be complete until the inclusion 

of paintings and sculptures were presente This influence of the an

cients was not so strongly felt in other areas of the Western world* 

With the increased individualism that began with the Renaissance 

a new kind of artist began to appear on the scene. The separation of 

the utilitarian and the esthetic came about slowly in the realm of 

the visual arts, ^ Where painting and sculpture had been thought 

to be only for the purpose of decoration of buildings and utilitarian 

objects, there began to be an increase of visual statements from the 

studios of artists that were meant to stand alone, to be their own 

reason for beinge With this development of visual statements in the 

form of paintings and sculpture there also developed a need for some 

way to reach the viewing public which was becoming separated from the 

producing artist. Now that art was more than public memorials, re

ligious statements and architectural adornments, the artist found 

himself and his work separated from the recipients of his ideas. 

Historically then, the artist needed the exhibition as much as the 

public. The first experiences with public exhibition demonstrated 

that the rapidly developing literate middle class segment of society

3, John Dewey, Art as Experience, Capricorn Books; (G,-P, 
Pittman? s Sons) New York, 1958, p, 9,



was hungry for the expressions of the visual arts and up. to the present 

time this seems to be true.

Two major goals must be considered pertaining to exhibition,.

They are 3 simply stated^ a realistic and necessary end for the artist 

and the edification and enjoyment of the viewing public 0 In sub

stantiating these goals 3 there are several reasons that are valid 

and should be stated here. First 9 the artist will often find that 

exhibition of work other than his own is a means of keeping abreast 

of the developments in the creative area of which he is a part 0 It 

can be a learning device, and an educational implement of the first 

qualitye Second, the exhibition is a means of disseminating the visual 

ideas and statements among the student body and. community 0 It is a 

method of furthering the cultural, esthetic contributions of the artist 

among the members of the society of which he is a part 0 Third, the 

artist, "student*' or "professional” , needs to exhibit his work as 

a means, of personal gratification necessary to his continued develop

ment 0 ^ All of us feel the need to seek approval of our efforts, be 

they esthetic or technical 0 Last,,and this applies more to the pro

fessional artist than to the students, is a commercial consideration,. 

Exhibition is a means of making available for sale and consumption 

the work of the artiste Certainly this should not be the only goal 

of art education, but by the same token, the student should be aware 

that this is the way it is done and that if he should decide to stay 

in some phase of the art field vocationally he would have to participate 

in the system0

4 0 Ibid, po 270o



At this point then, I suggest that the possible visual communi

cation that is inherent in art through exhibition is the lever that 

can, that should, bring about the education and training necessary to 

achieve a needed balance in the realm of secondary education^ It is 

most ironic that in our society as it exists today art is considered 

to be of little importance by many of its members; a marginal value 

that can be lived without 0 This, Isubmit, is a false and dangerous 

premiseo A sincere consideration should convince a knowledgeable 

observer that the visual experience of art is an absolute necessity 

to maintain the balance needed to keep society from slipping back 

into dhe darkness of ignorance through the imbalance of such influ

ences as the material and the esthetic 9

In his boolp, Art and the Intellect, Harold Taylor proposes, 

n e e o that -we work where we are to persuade our students to engage them

selves in the enterprise of learning, through the arts, to develop 

a sensibility and a means of judging good from bad, true from false, 

and beautiful from ugly,/'

I hope this can be done through continued emphasis on exhibi

tion of art in the high school 0 Therefore I think that exhibition 

will aid in reaching several goals: one, to create at some times a 

museum atmosphere within the high school; two, to educate through the 

visual communication of the arts; three, to attain a balance between 

the "esthetic11 and the "scientific"; four, to promote an increased 

interest in the humanities; and five,, to make a proper place for art 

in the secondary curriculum and the community»



CHAPTER II 

DISCUSSION OF TECHNIQUE 

Before launching into the more technical aspects of exhibition 

in the high school3 we should consider briefly some criteria of 

exhibitiono Those in charge of such activity whether individuals 

or committees9 should have some basic philosophy to guide them*

There are two extremes that can be suggested and it is hoped that 

somewhere in between will be found a firm ground upon which to main

tain a sound policy of exhibition 0

One the one hand, optimum conditions of exhibition might be 

listed as: quality of work? newness of work 9 limited number and co

hesion as a group, lack of distraction, and an ample amount of time
5to spend viewing 0 Certainly quality should be a criterion in the 

high schoolo No one gains, especially the art student, by having 

inferior work exhibitede

Newness to the viewer fits a high school exhibition formula 

very nicely 6 If a plan of exhibition is followed that correlates 

with the classroom projects there will never be a shortage of new 

works to be ekhibitedo The limited number concept does not fit the 

high school plan so wello Because of a relatively large number of 

students producing art work, it follows naturally that there will be 

a great many pieces to be exhibitedo

5o Alexander Elliot, "Notes Toward an Ideal Museum” , Art 
in America, Vol 0 48,,No0 1, Spring, 1960e



Of course, exhibits of the work of small groups of students 5 

or even one man shows of superior student work might be considered*

In cases of this type, limited numbers of high quality work could be 

exhibited. • The idea of cohesion or continuity does fit very well.

It is important, in fact, to consider as a strong influence in design

ing exhibits the continuity of student work. The limited number con-
t

cept also fits well when exhibits of professional work are contemplated. 

A lack of distraction would be difficult to achieve in the typical 

high school exhibit. The high school cannot always be a museum or 

gallery and the places of access to all students and at times when a 

lack of distraction is all but impossible. This same reasoning also 

rules out as a practical matter the idea of not having to hurry when 

viewing the exhibit.

At the other extreme from the optimum conditions is the splashy 

technique. Here the criteria are those of largeness, grandiosity, 

overpowering in number and kind. This type of exhibition does seem 

to follow the present day trends of advertising, the forest of bill

boards, blaring TV commercials, magazines and newspapers that are 

seemingly ninety percent ads. Even in this extreme, however, quality 

is certainly to be considered. Quality and newness would hold the 

same importance as they would in the optimum conditions of exhibition.

On the other hand limited number of pieces and the cohesion of the 

art works are ignored for the sake of impact on the viewer. This 

type of exhibit is not concerned with the lack of distraction as 

in the case of the previously mentioned type. In fact, the whole 

idea is to create an even greater distraction to gain the attention



of the viewero It is even acceptable to hurry through this form of 

■ exhibition.

From the standpoint of attracting the interest of many who do. 

not'"know art" intimately, of the many who are attuned to present day 

advertising media and to the impact of frenzy in present day living, 

this type of exhibition may have some merit in gaining their attention, 

if only momentarilyo This second type of exhibit, while of value as 

an attention getter, should be followed up with more restrained and 

educative exhibits in the hope of gaining support from those who can 

still learn and still appreciate an aspect of their cultural heritage*

The most fruitful high school exhibition policy probably lies 

somewhere in between these extremes 0 Each school situation demands 

a solution in relation to particular problems* It is felt, however, 

that the following suggestions are flexible enough to allow for the 

solution of problems of exhibition in many high schools*

It has been my experience that few if any public high schools 

have available for their use a practical set of display furniture such 

as constructed modules or any transportable surfaces on which art 

work can be exhibited* I have felt this lack and have tried to remedy 

it by designing a few simple and basic units that can be used with 

great flexibility* The results of those attempts follow*

First, there are several areas in the conventional high school 

plant that lend themselves to the needs of space for exhibit purposes* 

(Refer to Figure 1) They are: hallways, art room, library, large 

multi-purpose rooms such as gyms, cafetoriums, etc*, entry ways, and 

patios or exterior areas* There are innumerable ways that each of
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Figure 1: Model of a Conventional High School Plant with Potential
Exhibit Areas Indicated



these areas could be used  too many 3 in fact, to be listed here,

but I shall investigate a few of the possibilities0

I suggest that simple grid constructions and poles for up

rights or stringers will satisfy most problemso In addition, there 

should be included 4 7 x 8 7 panels of % 17 plywood, braced on the upper 

and lower edges, as display surfaces0 In some instances the plywood 

panels can serve as uprights for exterior exhibits, as illustrated 

in Figure 9,

The grid that is shown in Figure 2 is a simple device made 

from I17 x 4 ” lumber, and can be constructed very simply in any high 

school wood shop 0 .See Figure 3 for schematic illustration of grid 

and uprightso

The uprights can be several things* For one we suggest 3/4" 

thinwall electrical conduit* These light steel pipes areeasy to 

handle and holes can be drilled through them quite readily* Another 

good possibility, and one that I have used successfully, is 2” x 21! 

lumber, painted and drilled as needed* Several of these ideas are 

illustrated in Figure 3* There are also a variety of ways these 

uprights can be attached to the grids, panels or to each other, such 

as clamps or bolts, the latter being the simplest method*

The display surfaces of plywood can be painted, as in Figure 

4, using a grayed, subdued tone of most any color* I suggest the 

use of one of the flat latex paints that can be thinned with water 

and which makes-cleaning easy* This will simplify the repainting 

that will be necessary from time to time* Plywood is rigid enough 

to support weight and yet will take staples, nails or screws easily*
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Figure 2: Students Preparing Grid Modulars
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zip7

7
5'

1
5 1 x 5 1 grids... outside 
dimension...I” x 4" stock... 
interlock joints...butt 
and glue corners Glue

Clamps of sheet 
metal with bolt 
threaded into 
metal blocks.

SOME METHODS OF 
JOINING GRIDS 
AND UPRIGHTS

1 " pipe...crimped, 
clip welded to fit 
1 " x 4" strips of 
grid. This for 
supporting grids 
overhead.

CD
3/16" Round 
head stove bolt 
through pipe or 
wood upright 
and grid.

Figure 3: Schematics of Grid Construction and Attachment Devices
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Figure 4

1 " x 2 " interlocking 
crate effect./

MULTIPLE USE 
PANELS

2 " x 2 " frame... 
V  mesh hardware 
cloth.

2 " x 2 " frame... 
stretched and grommeted 
canvas, monks cloth, 
burlap, etc.

Schematics of Multiple Use Panels
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If one wanted to go to the trouble 9 these display surfaces could be 

a softer material like upsom board or celotex, but these types of 

material must be framed in at least 2 " x 2 n stock to prevent warping 

and to protect edges 0 In addition one might consider more specialized 

surfaces such as framed areas of stretched cloth, peg board, slates, 

etCo This type of framed device could give a sense of space to the 

design because they would not be solid and opaque and they certainly 

would lend a variety to the exhibit 0 Examples of this can be seen in 

"Figures 5 and 16 0

These are just a few of the many, many possibilities and any 

high school art department should be able to create any number of 

variations to fit their own needs and to answer their own problems 0 

When an exhibit is set up in a hallway it must not block 

traffico Yet this traffic is one of the major benefits gained from 

using the halls as an exhibit areae In Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 12, 

possible solutions for the use of halls are illustrated. Notice 

that in all cases consideration has been given to passageway so that 

little or no obstruction to traffic is present. Poor hall lighting 

can be overcome by using small spot lights attached as in Figure 

7 and connected to existing power sources in the hall ceiling.

The art room and library are much more specialized areas of 

limited use. The art room, as seen in Figure IQ will probably get 

the most consistent attention since it is home base for ah exhibit 

program. But it is restricted because it is not open to a really 

large segment of the student body. The library is also somewhat 

restricted as an exhibit area because of its special nature, but it
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is a good area from the standpoint of student traffic0 Also the 

library has a special atmosphere that most closely resembles that of 

a gallery or museum0 Figure 14 shows a simple9:but effective unit 

for use in the library0

In both cases5 art room and library, the displays must be very 

flexible and easily erected and dismantled* They cannot interfere • 

with the daily functions that go on in these areas, so they will have 

to be free standing and movable«

For exhibits in large areas such as gyms or 1!cafetoriumsn 

the problems are again different* Since these areas can dwarf the 

usual exhibit, we suggest the use of grids and panels to create a 

maze or quadrangle type of construction that will utilize a greater 

amount of floor space, as can be seen in Figures 18! and IS*

The exhibits will probably be of short duration in both of 

these areas* Because of daily use exhibits will have to go up at the 

end of the day and come down before the next day's activities begin* 

This necessitates rapid construction and rapid removal so that only 

such flexible units or variations of them (as have been suggested) 

make it possible to use these areas at all*

One further interior area can be considered in most high school 

plants* In many schools there is an area of possible exhibition in 

the entrance to the building* These areas will probably be most 

closely related to the halls we discussed earlier in- their dimensions* 

In all likelihood.the areas will not hold a large exhibit, but would 

be ideal for more specialized and smaller exhibitions * See Figure 15* 

And finally, the use of exterior areas should be considered*



Figure 5: Model of Display Furniture Used in Hallway



Grid ceiling...a free standing effec=. 
with poles supporting ceiling and 
panels creating rigidity.

Grid ceiling with poles and panels 
centered and flush. Note small
directional lights.

6: Two Potential Ways of Using Grids and Uprights as Space
Modulars in Hallway



Grids as false ceiling 
with poles holding them 
in position and in turn 
being held rigid by 
4 x 4  and 4 x 8  panels 
of plywood as display 
surfaces. This leaves 
three-fourths of the 
hall clear for traffic.

“ i----

Grids used as ceiling and 
wall, made rigid with 4 x 8  
panels of plywood. Shelves 
set into grids against wall 
make three-dimensional 
displays quite practical.

Figure 7: Two More Uses as in Figure 6
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The problems here are somewhat more difficult than with interior 

space because we must consider wind and weather9 but certainly the 

charm of an outdoor exhibit makes it worth consideringo In more 

temperate climates, such as we enjoy in the Southwest, the opportun

ities for exterior exhibit are manye The illustrations, as seen in 

Figures %  and 17 show two ways in which we can cope with the problems 

of wind by having each unit brace every other one*

-■ATI the display furniture shown in these illustrations is 

easily assembled or taken down and can be stored readily in a small 

space* Storage is,a big problem in many schools and any such furni

ture that is constructed should be done with.this in mind* Storage 

should be in a place readily accessible to the art department*

I would like to make one more suggestion in relation to the 

construction of display furniture* The design should be simple enough 

so the high school students can handle the construction, erection, 

dissassemly, and storage with a minimum of supervision* See Figure 10* 

Much of the value of such an exhibition policy as is suggested^here 

would be lost if the students were not caught up in its activity from 

beginning to end.

It has been my good fortune to have been able to put into 

actual practice techniques I have discussed here. In my own school 

I have been able to reach, with some success, the goals listed* Of 

course, much remains to be accomplished; new techniques to be evolved, 

new solutions to be sought, new problems to be solved* This ever 

changing variety and ever new material use is one of the joys of teach

ing art.
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Figure 8: Photograph of Actual Display Furniture in Use During
Annual Spring Art Exhibit in Sunnyside High School, 
Tucson, Arizona
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I feel that some progress has been made in my school toward realizing 

the added emphasis on the humanities, toward the balance necessary 

in the lives of our student body, and toward increasing the respect 

that the rest of the student body and faculty have for art as an 

educative tool of the first quality* I sincerely feel that art teachers • 

in secondary education can benefit from my experience and I hope that 

they will find the same excitement and reward that I have in establishing 

a creative art exhibition policy in their own school situation*
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Figure 9: Model of Display Furniture Used Out of Doors
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Figure 10: Photograph of Students Assemblying Display Furniture
for Use in Exhibit



CHAPTER III .

MATERIALS

The local lumber yard will have most of the materials usedo 

But a few investigations into hardware stores and building supply 

houses might provide some unusual and exciting materials0 There are *\ 

on the market today many forms of expanded sheet metal3 plastics, 

and wood specialties, but I found them to be prohibitive in price0 

I feel it is best to remain with the more common and available 

materials previously mentioned<, It would be much more valuable to 

the students to encourage resourceful use of simple, available mater

ials than to rely on the ornate and expensive, ones „

On the market today there are many materials designed for use 

in the building and decorating trades that lend themselves extremely 

well to the construction of such display furniture as I have discussed. 

It is possible that many of these materials may be somewhat prohibitive 

in terms of cost, but someone may be able to include them in their 

construction budget*

Many suppliers to the building trades have done extensive 

research in the use of new materials* The results of such research 

have led to many exquisite products that can be used for panels on 

which to exhibit art work* These materials vary from wood products 

to new plastic materials *

For the information of any interested parties, the following

23
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list of at least a few of some of the more progressive companies which 

produce such materials6 In many instances they are available locally0 

The United States Plywood Corpe, 55 Wo 44th St0 9 New York 36, 

NoYo9produces a product called Weldwood Panels which would serve 

admirably for exhibit surfaces0

Bild-a-flex Framework is a metal channel material produced by 

Republic Steel Corp., Berger Division, Canton, Ohio, that could be 

used for uprights and frame works on which display surfaces could be 

suspended.

The Resolite Corp., Zelienople,■ Penn., makes an unusual plastic 

panel that has some possibilities for exhibition panels,

Electro Silv-A-King Corp., Redwood City, Calif,, also makes 

a panel material that could be used for display surface or for 

lighting the exhibit.

Nomad Associates, 1071 Second Ave,,.Twin Falls, Idaho, and 

Strickley and Co,, 711 South Grandview St,, Los Angeles 57, Calif,, 

and the United States Gypsum Go,, Chicago, Illinois, all produce a 

variety of expanded metals that could serve as delightful, open grill 

work types of display surfaces.

The U. S, Rubber Company, Naugatuck Chemical Division, 1048 

Elm St,, Naugatuck, Conn,, produces a very unusual panel material 

that they call Tropicel,



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION

The results I have obtained in the use of art exhibition have 

been the culmination, of a number of years of involvement in such exhi

bition in public high schools. I feel such policies that have evolved 

have lent much to my effectiveness as a teacher and have been of much 

value to the students with whom I have worked. It seems to me that 

these experiences and results have helped me to convince the adminis

trators, student body and community of the schools with which I have 

been affiliated of the values and goals of art education much more 

effectively o.

I realize that there remains much to be done and I am also 

aware that what I feel to be true in terms of the effectiveness of 

the program may be less or more if it were checked statistically.

That is certainly an area'-'for someone to delve into. Any enterprise 

that is fruitful for one could surely be the starting place for another. 

I feel that if someone were to establish an exhibition policy similar 

to that described and then substantiate the values thereof through 

statistical evidence they would be doing the whole of art education 

in the public schools a great service. If such should be the case, 

if someone should use this study of exhibition as a starting point 

rather than an end in itself, I would be very gratified. Certainly 

this area of art education in the high schools is deserving of much

25
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continued interest0

In my present school I am convinced that the exhibition of art 

has elevated the cultural and esthetic level of the student body0 I 

base this contention on the interest that is expressed by the students 

about the what, where, and when."of exhibitions and by their attendance 

and participation in such exhibitions. The art program is recognized 

as an intregal and important part of the curriculum by students, admin

istrators and community, and this is true to a great extent because 

art exhibitions have made them aware0
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Figure 11: Students Preparing Exhibit Panels
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Model of Grids Used in Hallway
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Figure 13: Model of Grids Used in Art Room
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Figure 14: Model of Modular Used in Library
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Figure 15: Actual Display Furniture in Use



Figure 16: Model of Display Furniture Used in Foyer



Figure 17: Model of Display Furniture Used Out of Doors
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